Abstract
Introduction
Continuous lip information from a speaker is useful in speech recognition system especially in a noisy environment. In color image, we usually use lip and skin color information to separate lip and non-lip area. Many image segmentation techniques have been proposed [1] [2] [3] [7] . For color image segmentation, histogram-based and clustering-based methods have been widely used. In [2] , [3] Cheng et al. proposed a histogram segmentation technique which involves performing a fuzzy partition on a two-dimensional(2-D) histogram based on the maximum fuzzy entropy principle. In [7] , alan et al. proposed a segmentation method which use fuzzy clustering and also take account for spatial information.
There are two main problems in lip segment. First, the lip color is similar with tongue color, so inner contour of the lip is difficult to separate from the tongue. Second, the outer contour of lip is often blurred due to the movement of the lip. The algorithm we proposed can successfully resolve the second problem but not the first one.
This paper is organized in four sections. Section two describes the approach proposed here. Section three explains the experimentation setup for testing the approach and gives the results on classification. Section four outlines major conclusions as well as gives directions for future work.
The method

Color Space
As we know, there are many kinds of color spaces that have been provided in existing research work, such as RGB, HSV, CMY, and Chromatic color space [4] . The original lip images are in the RGB color format. It is well known that the value [R G B] of the color image in the color space RGB not only represent chrominance but also luminance; they have high correlation. In most cases, mapping the original image into an adaptive color space can let the feature extraction task easier to be taken. After the comparison of the color spaces listed above, the chromatic color space is chosen as the color space applied in this paper. 
Histogram of lip and non-lip area
We know histogram represents the color distribution of lip and non-lip area. Figure. 
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has recently been successfully applied to a number of applications ranging from face identification to text categorization. The approach is systematic and motivated by statistical learning theory [5] . SVM are based on the structural risk minimization principle, closely related to regularization theory. Here we focus on SVM for twoclass classification. The mathematic expression of SVM is: The decision function is then given by:
An SVM is mainly characterized by its kernel function. In experiment, we use linear kernel function with parameter C=1.
Implementation and result
The lip video is provided by the Linguistics Lab of Department of Chinese Language and Literature of Peking University.
The lip contour extraction procedure is as following:
Step1. Get frames from the video.
Step2. Mark lip contour by handwork [6] , separate the face into two component, lip and non-lip. And obtain the axes of every pixel.
Step3. Map the origin lip images into other color space and extract the feature vector F.
Step4. Select appropriate pixels as training data [8] , then use SVM classify the lip images.
Step5. Extract parameters from lip area and use lip model provided from [6] to obtain a lip contour with smooth edge.
The result of the lip segment from the continuous frame is shown in Figure. 4. The left column is four continuous frames extract from video. The middle column is the result of we classified the face into lip area and non-lip area by the Support Vector Machine. We are not very satisfied with the result. Because the lip edges we get are not smooth enough, and it is found that the non-lip area in the lip corners with dark color is misidentified as lip area. It is also the case for the concave non-lip area immediately below the under lip. Because the color in those position is more similar to lip area.
Alan et al. provide a lip model [6] , the equations describing the lip shape Figure. x sy y h w
As its origin is at (0, 0 
Discussion
There still something can be done to improve the accuracy of my lip segment program. For example inner lip contour is still can not be extracted for the tongue color is similar to lip color, and get inner lip contour is our next stage target. And make some preprocessing to origin image maybe can eliminate the shadow at the underlip. Then the result of lip segment will be improved probably.
When using Support Vector Machine , we need to choose a kernel function, and decide the parameter values to kernel function. There is still no theory to prove which kernel function is best, so we need to do more experiment to find out which kernel function is the most suitable for our algorithm.
